
Invitation verbiage for MyPath UG Meeting on Thursday, March

25th, 2021  - New folks to invite

(These are links to the 2 sections of this document)

1 - Please type in below the line key verbiage to use on the invite for the first

MyPath User Group meeting in a year.

2 -Below that please add names and email addresses of new college folk we

should invite to the meeting

Link to MyPath Meeting and Membership in Confluence.

1 - Please type in below the line key verbiage to use on the invite for

the first MyPath User Group meeting in a year.

__________________________________________________________________________

Greetings CCC MyPath Users!

It has been a year since we last met and we hope you are all safe, relatively sane, and we applaud the

dedication to students CCC teachers and staff are showing during the pandemic.

We have scheduled a MyPath User Group meeting for Thursday, March 25th, from 2:00

PM - 3:30 PM. I’ll be sending out the Zoom calendar invite soon by way of reminder so be

on the lookout for that in your inbox.

Meeting information can be found at CCC MyPath User Group Meetings . This link can also be

found in my signature below. We will post the agenda there shortly before the meeting and the slide

deck as well. After the meeting, I'll post the Zoom recording there as well.

The challenges of this past year have highlighted many of MyPath’s strengths, but also provided

opportunities to identify potential enhancements going forward. Sixty colleges or about 50% of

CCCs have now adopted and are using CCCMyPath in conjunction with CCCApply, providing an

onboarding platform full of information and resources for their incoming students

https://cccnext.jira.com/l/c/0eERDaPK
https://cccnext.jira.com/l/c/XPPGYvrK


At this meeting, we’ll review your experiences over the past year, share the MyPath features

planned for the spring release, and discuss what’s needed most in the year to come.

Note: Real data from the field is the best way to ensure that MyPath continues to serve the students

and colleges in our system so prior to the meeting, we’ll send out a survey to gather your input on

MyPath enhancement priorities. This survey will guide our discussion of the top priorities for fiscal

year 21-22, so please give us your input by taking the survey (think of it as your homework :>)

We look forward to meeting with you soon to discuss all things CCC MyPath.

If you wish to opt-out of this group, please let me know.

Hope to see you on March 25th!

Rick on behalf of the CCCMyPath Team

2 - Please add names and email addresses of new college folk we

should invite to the meeting


